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Currently, blockchains fall short on meeting
the needs of real-world use cases

Legacy
Blockchains
Don’t Scale

●

Blockchains are designed to be slow and redundant

●

Early systems designed for limited functionality, e.g.
currency

●

One-size ﬁts all architecture hugely ineﬃcient

●

Businesses with high value operations will not
compete for bandwidth or protocol resources with
lesser valued uses

●

Need to think about replicable, linked, but decoupled
blockchain ecosystems, function-speciﬁc chains
dedicated to applications
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About Horizen

Horizen is the
zero-knowledge enabled
network of blockchains
powered by the largest
node system

Our mission is to provide best-in-class tools and the
most robust infrastructure for developers to custom
build blockchain solutions that meet the complex needs
of the real world.
By building on Horizen, developers have the freedom to
fully customize their blockchains, including consensus
type, speed, privacy, and crypto-economies.
Blockchains built on Horizen can produce massive
throughput without compromising decentralization.
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Trusted by The Largest Crypto Investor Firm
One of only 8 cryptocurrencies that are listed as publicly traded investment vehicles
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The Horizen Platform Construction

Distributed Applications, Products and Services
●
●

Privacy features built-in for real-world needs
Cut back business operational cost and improve eﬃciency

Blockchain deployment platform - Zendoo
●
●

Live on mainnet since Dec 1, 2021
Supports up to 10K commercial grade blockchains
running in parallel

The most secure and robust infrastructure powered
by the largest node network
●
●
●

Reliable - 100% uptime
Maximum security
Massive computation

Public mainchain fueled by ZEN (Cryptocurrency)
●
●

Widely adopted and available on all major exchanges
Available as a security (HZEN) on open market
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Horizen Is Diﬀerent
Horizen oﬀers everything that is needed to meet
the complex needs of the real world.

Complete
design freedom

The largest node
network

All-in-one SDKs for
eﬃcient blockchain
deployment

The most secure and
robust infrastructure

Massive throughput
without compromising
decentralization

Fully decentralized
100% uptime

Zero-knowledge
enabled privacy and
scalability
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Powering Solutions For Real-World Use Cases
Companies are building on Horizen for
various use cases:
●

Launch their own blockchains

●

Tokenize assets and revenue pools

●

Solve scalability issues

●

Utilize zero-knowledge proofs

●

Create use case speciﬁc applications

●

Grow their community

●

and more...

Illustrative partner data set.
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Most Scalable and Secure Blockchain Network

Massive throughput
1 million TPS

14 TPS

4,000 TPS

1,500 TPS

2,631 TPS

4,500 TPS

Robust infrastructure
47,000+ distributed
nodes

4,634 Nodes

125 Validators

<200 Nodes

1,131 Validators

Thousands of
nodes

zk-SNARK enhanced
protocol with built-in
privacy features

ZK Rollups

1K tps per chain with the
network capacity of 10K chains
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In order to amplify the development and utilization of the
Zendoo platform, we’ve spun out Horizen Labs to grow the
Horizen ecosystem.

Horizen’s
Ecosystem
Evangelist

Horizen Labs develops tools, work with design partners to
showcase the technology, and incentivize a developer network
to build solutions on Horizen for their industries.

Investors
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Leadership

Rob Viglione
CEO

Liat Aaronson
COO

Dean Steinbeck
President & GC

Co-founder and Team Lead of Horizen
Co-founder and CEO of Horizen Labs

Co-founder and COO of Horizen Labs

General Counsel of Horizen
Co-founder and President of Horizen
Labs

Former U.S. Air Force physicist
and military intelligence
Mercenary Mathematician
BA in Physics, MBA and PhD in Finance

Former COO of Selina Hospitality and
Executive Director of the Zell
Entrepreneurship Program at IDC

Corporate attorney with a focus on
data privacy and technology.

Remains involved as chairwoman of
Zell and is the director of the ZEP Fund
LTD
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Get in touch: info@horizen.io

horizen.io

HorizenGlobal

Horizen

horizencommunity

